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Abstract

Purpose: to study adaptation of 6 years children's muscular skeletal apparatus to learning work by indicators of static endurance dynamic.

Material: in the research 6 years children participated (n=64, boys – n=36, girls– n=28). Indicators of main muscular groups’ static endurance were studied.

Results: we determined comparative topography of 13 muscular groups’ static endurance and substantial sex dimorphism was found. In 9 muscular groups the boys advantage was 11.7 – 50.2% (p < 0.05 ÷ 0.01). The level and correlation of muscles-antagonists' static endurance from the point of evolutionary and ontogeny development of muscular-skeletal apparatus were substantiated. At the end of semester we found significant (p < 0.001) reduction of static endurance indicators as well as the fact that torso muscles were the most sensitive to influence of learning work's static component. The level of static endurance weakening, under which syndrome of static over-tension appears, was determined.

Conclusions: the research results permit to balance the volumes of learning load at initial stage of school work. Organizational-methodic principles of learning and physical education system for children shall be oriented to study age specificities and laws of physical, mental and functional state in different periods of ontogeny.
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Introduction

Adaptation of children’s organism to school loads attracts more and more attention. It is connected with great influence of learning loads on schoolchildren’s health. Dynamic of schoolchildren’s health worsening with every school year is commonly known.

It is proved by numerous data about causal relationship between the temps of learning process’s intensification and dynamic of pupils’ health worsening [1, 2, 22, 30]. But medical specialists think that for complete and objective characteristic of children’s health it is necessary to study age specificities and laws of physical, mental and functional state in different periods of ontogeny.

For this purpose it is necessary to regard all processes of growth, in particular through physical and nervous-pyschic adaptation to environmental factors. That is why “children’s health” is studied in respect to biological age: life activity, harmonious balance of physical and intellectual characteristics, conditioned by genetic factors and environmental impacts [12, 20].

It was determined that in 6 yrs children’s adaptation to school load, the type of life activity completely changes. Correlation between motor system’s dynamic and static components changes in favor of static component, comparing with pre-school period. This component is conditioned by need in long term sustaining of body static position during lesson. Actually static component is the main learning background, against which the main learning skills of a pupil are formed: reading, writing and counting. In this connection specialists-physiologists stress on the fact that for children, from all three kinds of school loads (mental, dynamic and static) the most tiresome is static [9, 31, 39].

Static component of school loads has great deformation potential, which negatively influences on morphological functional state of backbone. Deviations in muscular-skeletal apparatus and posture are the most wide-spread nosologies of primary schoolchildren [8, 18, 32, 35]. It was found that weakening of primary schoolchildren’s static endurance negatively impacts on such goniometric indicators of backbone as: cervical lordosis, thoracic kyphosis in sagittal plane, backbone sclerosis in frontal plane [2, 24, 26].

That is why it is important to study adaptation reactions of muscular skeletal apparatus through dynamic of static endurance indicators of different muscular groups. Study of children’s adaptation to learning loads can have great diagnostic importance. It can help to prevent from posture disorders even at pre-nosological and pre-morbid levels.

It explains specialists’ attention to indicators of torso muscles static endurance in schoolchildren of all age groups [19, 27, 29, 38]. Especially it concerns primary schoolchildren [22, 35, 37]. Some works are devoted to topography of static endurance of different muscular groups [5, 31, 28]. In analytical researches authors note difficulties, which appear as result of instrumental methodic application (dynamometers with “falling hands”) and inaccuracy in static endurance measuring with the help of field tests: Sorensen’s test and its modifications (test of Biring-Sorensen, BCME) for primary school age children [33].

But we have not found any works, devoted to static endurance adaptation in initial school period in available data base.

The hypothesis of the research stipulated that static component of school loads shall reflect in indicators of static endurance of children’s main muscular groups in the process of adaptation to school loads.

The purpose of the work is to study adaptation of 6
years children’s muscular skeletal apparatus to learning work by indicators of static endurance dynamic during first semester.

Material and methods

Participants: in the research 6 years children participated (n=64, boys – n=36, girls– n=28), school № 18, 31 (Kropivnitskiy), who, by results of the last medical examination, were related to main and preparatory health groups. The parents gave consent for their children’s participation in experiment.

Organization of the research: the methodic of static endurance study shall consider the following age characteristics of children: inability to keep static muscular effort at one level; absence of exact differentiated static effort; spontaneous changing of physical workability phases [5, 9]. The methodic of dynamography by Ianchevskij A.A. meet such requirements [6]. It permits to measure static endurance (in contrast to other methodic, which only register the duration of effort) by the functions of two variables of static effort: force and time. It permits to calculate the results in units of impulse (kg/sec). When recording on electrotensodynamograph the value of area under the curve of effort’s reduction will be an integral indicator of static endurance. Romanenko V.A. also notes the purposefulness and advantages of such methodic [13].

In our research we used electrotensodynamograph ETD – 1 [11]. Recording of static efforts took place at speed of tape movement 90 mm per minute on coordinate paper. Preciseness of force function’s recording was ± 100 g, and time function – 0.1 sec. Measurements of strength and static endurance of hand’s, torso and foot muscular groups were realized in positions, recommended by Korobkov A.V. [10]. Muscular groups of upper and lower limbs were measured as per recommendations of Rybalko BM. [15]. For this purpose we made dynamometric platform.

The scheme of the research included registration of strength and static endurance indicators at the beginning and at the end of first academic semester. It corresponds to the ideas about formation of formation of urgent, not stable and long-term adaptation of pupils’ organisms to school loads [1, 2, 9].

Statistical analysis: the received results were processed with the help of mathematical statistic methods. We calculated the following values: mean arithmetic (M), mean square deviation (δ); average error of mean arithmetic (m). Confidence of differences was found with the help of Student’s t-test at admissible 5% level of significance (p < 0.05).

Results

Initial registration of indicators, conducted at the beginning of semester gave the following results:

The received data show that in 6 yrs children sex dimorphism are rather clear in static endurance indicators. Boys’ advantage was registered in 8 muscular groups and was 12 – 26%. In six muscular groups advantage was statistically confident.

By static endurance indicators extensors dominate over flexors, excluding arm flexors. It coincides with the data of other authors [5, 35]. Foot flexors are not

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Muscular groups</th>
<th>Indicators of static endurance (kg/sec.)</th>
<th>Boys (n=36)</th>
<th>Girls (n=28)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Upper limbs</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Forearm flexors</td>
<td>135 ± 5,31</td>
<td>122,4 ± 5,09</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Forearm extensors</td>
<td>174,2 ± 6,46</td>
<td>165,2 ± 7,60</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Arm flexors</td>
<td>168,5 ± 6,95</td>
<td>176,6 ± 4,86</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Arm extensors</td>
<td>119,9 ± 4,86</td>
<td>73,2 ± 2,98</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lower limbs</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Foot flexors</td>
<td>240,9 ± 15,35</td>
<td>188 ± 10,33</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Foot extensors</td>
<td>122,4 ± 3,37</td>
<td>81,4 ± 6,58</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shin flexors</td>
<td>8,97 ± 3,01</td>
<td>52,7 ± 3,37</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shin extensors</td>
<td>173,8 ± 8,82</td>
<td>131,3 ± 5,96</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Thigh flexors</td>
<td>81,7 ± 3,83</td>
<td>64,1 ± 3,46</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Thigh extensors</td>
<td>297,9 ± 14,74</td>
<td>244,1 ± 9,08</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Muscular groups</th>
<th>Indicators of static endurance (kg/sec.)</th>
<th>Boys (n=36)</th>
<th>Girls (n=28)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Hand’s flexors</td>
<td>234,3 ± 5,26</td>
<td>156 ± 9,42</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Torso flexors</td>
<td>414,4 ± 16,28</td>
<td>371,1 ± 13,98</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Torso extensors</td>
<td>568,4 ± 17,90</td>
<td>549,8 ± 17,84</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
considered because of their anatomic specificity.

It was also found that rank levels of static endurance indicators do not coincide with biomechanical indicators of muscular groups’ mass. Especially it is noticeable in case of lower limbs, where static endurance maximal indicators were registered in the most massive thigh extensors and in the least massive (foot flexors). Such peculiarities shall be connected with evolution process of formation of human orthography body position: with functions of straight carriage, based on tension of the mentioned muscular groups [8].

Functionally it is ensured by mechanisms of long term adaptation reactions to influence of specific for cells and their structural elements physical loads [4].

It is important to study children organism’s adaptation to static component of school loads, especially muscular groups of torso and hand. It is connected with ergonomic specificities of pupils’ learning work, which requires forced motor functioning. This functioning is regulated by algorithm of educational process. This algorithm envisages working sitting position with restricted movements of hands and torso [7].

By the data of table 2 boys’ advantage in the mentioned muscular groups was also expressive. In hand’s flexors by 50.2% (t = 7.26; p < 0.001), in torso flexors – by 11.67% (t = 2.03; p < 0.05), in torso extensors – by 31.8% (t = 0.74; p > 0.05). It was found that torso muscular groups have the highest indicators of static endurance among all thirteen segments of body. Torso extensors have confident advantage in boys by 37.2% (t = 6.37; p < 0.001) and in girls – by 48.2% (t = 7.9; p < 0.001).

The next registration of static endurance indicators was fulfilled in December. It permitted to determine of 6 yrs. children’s adaptability to school loads and influence of their static component.

The data of table 3 show adaptation process of 6 yrs children’s muscular skeletal apparatus to static component of learning work. Static endurance indicators of upper limbs have tendency to reduction in all four muscular groups. In boys it was registered in the range 5.4 – 24.5%; in girls – 2.7 – 22.3%. In boys static endurance reduction of forearm extensors and arm flexors are confident, accordingly 24.5% (t = 4.38; p < 0.01) and 13.2% (t = 2.26; p < 0.05). In girls such noticeable reduction was found in forearm extensors – 22.3% (t = 3.1; p < 0.01) and arm flexors 10% (t = 2.52; p < 0.05).

In indicators of lower limbs’ static endurance we also registered general tendency to reduction of results. In boys it reached 5 – 28.7%. In boys the highest reduction of static endurance was in group of thigh extensors– 28.7% (t = 2.19; p < 0.05). In girls the range of reduction was 12.1 – 17.4%, while in group of thigh extensors the values become confident (t = 2.28; p < 0.05).

It should be noted that static endurance of lower and upper limbs noticeably inhibits under influence of new learning conditions of children’s life activity. Muscles of torso prove it even more expressively.

By the data of table 4 we see negative type of dynamic of torso static endurance indicators at the end of semester. In boys, in torso flexors’ group this reduction was 22.4% (t = 12.4; p < 0.001), and in torso extensors’ group – 13.1% (t = 3.61; p < 0.001).

Table 3. Static endurance indicators of 6 yrs children at the end of first academic semester (December) M ± m

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Muscular groups</th>
<th>Indicators of static endurance (kg/sec.)</th>
<th>Boys (n=36)</th>
<th>Girls (n=28)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Upper limbs</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Forearm flexors</td>
<td>127.7 ± 8.18</td>
<td>119.1 ± 7.68</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Forearm extensors</td>
<td>131 ± 7.28</td>
<td>128.4 ± 9.16</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Arm flexors</td>
<td>146.2 ± 7.0</td>
<td>159 ± 5.02</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Arm extensors</td>
<td>104.2 ± 5.12</td>
<td>70.4 ± 6.14</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lower limbs</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Foot flexors</td>
<td>201 ± 16.11</td>
<td>167.4 ± 12.44</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Foot extensors</td>
<td>116.3 ± 8.16</td>
<td>70.5 ± 10.17</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shin flexors</td>
<td>38.6 ± 4.15</td>
<td>46.3 ± 5.48</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shin extensors</td>
<td>164.7 ± 9.16</td>
<td>119.2 ± 10.21</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Thigh flexors</td>
<td>64.9 ± 3.26</td>
<td>59.9 ± 4.08</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Thigh extensors</td>
<td>212.4 ± 36.11</td>
<td>201.6 ± 73.18</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 4. Static endurance indicators of the most sensitive for learning work’s static component muscular groups of 6 yrs children (December) M ± m

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Muscular groups</th>
<th>Indicators of static endurance (kg/sec.)</th>
<th>Boys (n=36)</th>
<th>Girls (n=28)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Hand’s flexors</td>
<td>231.7 ± 13.91</td>
<td>159.5 ± 12.16</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Torso flexors</td>
<td>321.4 ± 17.26</td>
<td>177.2 ± 17.06</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Torso extensors</td>
<td>494 ± 10.28</td>
<td>465 ± 18.08</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
In girls static endurance indicators of torso flexors reduced by 52.3% (t = 8.81; p < 0.001) and extensors – by, 15.4% (t = 3.34; p < 0.001).

In our opinion just this, critical reduction of static endurance explains higher quantity of deviations and posture disorders in primary school age girls[3, 8, 12]. Our assumption about reduction of hand’s flexors turned out to be mistaken, as far as we registered only slowing of dynamic of indicator within 1 – 2%.

**Discussion**

The received by methodic of Ianchevskij A.A. [6] data permitted to collect rather complete information about comparative topography of static endurance indicators in main muscular groups of children at the beginning of school learning.

In the area of upper limbs the highest indicators were registered in forearm’s extensors and the lowest – in arm’s extensors. In girls such changes were found in flexors and extensors of arm. In muscular group of forearm the situation was quite opposite – extensors’ indicators prevailed. In the area of lower limbs static endurance indicators were higher in the group of thigh and shin extensors.

Such functional variety in static endurance indicators in all groups of flexors-extensors is explained by the fact that all muscular groups participate differently in children’s motor functioning. That is why they change differently by absolute indicators of static endurance and by temps of their increment with age [5].

In our opinion specificity of static endurance topography in different body segments is explained by two main factors: biomechanical mass of muscular group and their evolution adaptation to static regimes of work. The received data of indicators of torso muscular groups, which have the highest mass and static endurance, prove our affirmations. One more argument is phenomenon of foot flexors (which have the least mass) and whose static endurance is dominating in limbs’ segments. It is considered that it is connected with ontogeny formation of muscular skeletal apparatus: function of upright moving and interaction with gravitation factors in the process of posture formation. Formation of posture can be regarded exactly as a product of evolution morphological perfection of muscular skeletal apparatus under influence of human gravitation interaction with surrounding world [5, 8].

Thus, correlation of lower limbs’ and torso’s static endurance indicators should be explained by their functional significance in ensuring upright walking: achievement and sustaining of optimal regional postural muscular balance (tonus-power balance of muscles-antagonists, which ensures physiological uniformity of load on backbone) [17].

It was also found that in indicators of boys’ and girls’ static endurance sex dimorphism is rather clear in all studied muscular groups. The boys’ advantage was statistically confident in the range (p < 0.05 ÷ 0.001). The data of different researchers in this question are rather contradictory that is explained by application of different methodic. Rather often such methodic did not meet age characteristics of primary school age children. In other work it is stated that eight age children were not able to sustain constant effort of 50% from maximal strength. It forced to repeat attempts [5].

Unanimity of scientists’ positions in respect of static endurance of different age people means recognition of the fact that indicators of development in ontogeny has progressive and non uniform character. Primary school age has insignificant increments of strength indicators. That is why this age is characterized by noticeable increase of static endurance [5, 35].

The received data deepen and supplement information about children organism’s adaptation to static component of school loads: change of motor regime of life activity in general. It was found that inhibited and negative type of static endurance dynamic is present, in different degree, in all thirteen studied muscular groups. It was found that the most sensitive to static component’s influence were torso extensors and flexors. We think that it is connected with absence of formed, stable correct working position at school desk. Besides, it is connected with the fact that children cannot control position of torso and head, when mastering reading, writing and other required skills [36].

Reduction of torso flexors’ static endurance indicators was much higher than extensors’ both in boys and girls. It results in statement that there is syndrome of static over-loading (the term, proposed by us) of primary school children’s organism. This term appeared after four months’ school learning, providing all requirements to organization of educational process in primary school were observed.

From position of ecological physiology (the branch of labor physiology) [16] syndrome of static over-loading shall be regarded as localization of general over-loading syndrome in nervous-muscular apparatus of 6 yrs children. It is formed as a result of log term static fatigue, not completely compensated in restoration period [14]. It results in chronic disorders. The work, fulfilled under impact of stimulus is characteristic feature of chronic disorders. Ul’mer G. Notes that syndrome of over-loading is especially noticeable in organs, sustaining body position [16]. In our case deforming influence of long term sitting on children organism’s postural and motor systems causes emersion of constant disorders of backbone. It is noticeable after leaving primary school [1, 2, 8, 12].

In the works by Bazarnyj V.F. [1] reflex of bent head was found in most of primary school pupils. This reflex also appeared at the end of December. It witnesses about formation (to be more exact about functional disorder of cervical and thoracic backbone segments) of kyphosis carriage – slouch. It I a result of static over-loading syndrome’s progressing.

It is quite clear that the conducted research covers chronologically only the stages of urgent and non stable adaptation of children to static component of school loads. It is only a part of all adaptation process. It makes narrower the opportunity of conclusions about generalized characteristics of adaptation process’s formation in 6 yrs.
The prospects of further researches imply studying laws of primary school age children’s long term adaptation mechanisms to school loads. The received data contradict to researches, which indirectly support further intensification of education process and do not consider biological potentials of pupils [9, 37].

The novelty in our work is: we are the first who received detailed and complete topography of static endurance of al thirteen 6 yrs boys’ and girls’ muscular groups. We found significant and statistically confident sex dimorphism between static endurance indicators of boys and girls in all muscular groups. We also made an attempt to substantiate the level of static endurance first of all in: foot flexors; thigh extensors; torso flexors and extensors. This attempt was regarded from positions of evolution and ontogeny formation of muscular-skeletal apparatus, connected with functions of upright posture and walking under influence of gravitation factor.

Analysis of static endurance indicators’ dynamic permitted to differentiate, for the first time, syndrome of static overloading. It can be regarded as pre-morbid state in respect to possible deformation of sitting posture at school desk and in general the posture of primary school age children. We deepened the ideas about duration and special aspects of 6 yrs children’s adaptation to static component of school loads.

Conclusions
Study of 6 yrs children’s adaptation to static component of school loads by static endurance indicators permits to substantiate the need in reducing the volumes of school loads at initial stage of school period.

Static endurance of lower limbs and torso muscles is an important factor in achievement of optimal postural muscular balance between muscles-antagonists. It is important in formation of correct sitting posture at school desk and carriage in 6 yrs children. Dynamic of static endurance indicators of torso muscular groups is a sensitive integral indicator of organism’s fatigue under influence of school loads’ static component.

Reduction of static endurance indicators of torso flexors and extensors at the end of first academic semester illustrates emersion and formation of static over-loading syndrome.

Organizational principles of primary school pupils’ teaching and the system of physical education shall be oriented on overcoming of failure in 6 yrs children’s motor stereotype, which appears in the process of adaptation to school loads’ static component.
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